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Conference Guidelines

Get out what you put in: Distractions happen but we hope you will be present, we recommend 
to set the intention to not check your email, text or search the web but really engage. Use the 
chat, reactions & reflections to stay engaged. 

Share space: We want to hear from everyone. Although not technically possible we want your 
help encouraging others to speak, and noticing if you are speaking more than others. We will 
gentle nudge our talkers but invite everyone to ask questions, bring up ideas, and comments.

Growth mindset: Our conference theme is “growing a new type of leader” and we believe now 
more than ever we must embrace new skills, abilities, way of working & leading. We ask you to 
keep an open mind and ask yourself how can I use this information to make me a better 
colleague & leader.

Be intentional & practice grace: We respect other participants’ individual experiences with 
gender and leadership and our commitment to inclusion is to be intentional with how we use 
people’s pronouns and use gender neutral language. Additionally, this is our also first virtual 
conference and we ask you to be patience with us, if and when tech issues come up. Thank you 
for extending grace with me and each other. 

Thank you for helping us create a welcoming learning environment for all 
attendees. We are making an intentional effort to include people of all 
marginalized genders at this year’s series. During the series, we will all 
respect other participants’ individual experiences with gender and 
leadership. This includes using others’ pronouns, and avoiding gendered 
language like “ladies”, “sisters”, and “fellow women” when referring to 
participants whose gender you do not know.

Our Commitment to Inclusion



September 15
Alex LantaffI - Leading Beyond Binaries 
Dr. Dana Stubbs - Trusting Your Gut: Wellness in 
Quarantine
Gabrielle E Claiborne - Embrace Your Truth

September 17
Tara Wilhelmi - Nothing for Us Without Us! Accessing 
and Integrating the Voice of Lived Experience.
Nadia Bourne - Time-out! COVID Edition: Fit to Lead 
Micah Lê - Ethical Communication for Teams and Leaders

September 22
Emily Blum & Nakia Green- Make disability Part of Your 
Work
Iliana Yunuen Rhi - Merit Based Leadership and the 
Original Instructions
Quanda Johnson - The White Gaze and the Poetics of 
Trauma

September 24
Ananda Mirilli & niNa Collective - Demystifying 
Mentorship & Mentoring with a Purpose
Samuel Gonzalez - Business Leaders as Healers: Not a 
Dichotomy

Sessions at a Glance



DAY ONE 

8AM Welcome from Mayor Rhodes-Conway
Leadership Spotlight:  Linda Vakunta

8:45AM

9AM

10AM

Break

Leading Beyond Binaries by Alex Lantaffi 

Break

10:15AM Trusting Your Gut: Wellness in Quarantine 
by Dr. Dana Stubbs

11:15AM Break

11:30AM Embrace Your Truth by Gabrielle E Claiborne

12:30PM Break

12:45PM Lunch & Learn: Multicultural Affairs Committee 
and Women's Initiatives Committee Peer 
Advisors Program



Meet the Speakers

Alex Iantaffi, PhD, MS, SEP, CST, LMFT (they/them)

is a certified sex therapist, family therapist, Somatic ExperiencingⓇ practitioner, 
clinical supervisor, author and scholar. They are adjunct faculty at the University of 
Wisconsin-Stout, chair elect for the Trans and Queer interest network of the 
American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy, and past Editor-in-Chief for 
the Journal of Sexual and Relationship Therapy. They have researched, presented and 
published extensively on gender, disability, sexuality, relationships, and HIV. Alex is a 
trans masculine, nonbinary, bi queer, disabled, Italian immigrant who lives on Dakota 
and Anishinaabe territories, currently known as Minneapolis. Alex is the author of 
various books on gender and hosts the podcast Gender Stories; you can find out 
more about them at www.alexiantaffi.com  or follow them on Twitter @xtaffi.

Dr. Dana Stubbs (DC) (she/her)

was born with Amniotic Band Syndrome which affected the development of both 
hands and her right foot. After many surgeries from birth, she was cleared to live a 
“normal” life at age 12, but the universe had other plans. She continued to 
experience traumas as a person with a disability, lesbian, and survivor, but later 
discovered that her traumas were preparing her for a life of healing. Dr. Stubbs went 
on to earn her Doctor of Chiropractic from Palmer College and is one of two limb-
different women practicing chiropractic in the United States. She now proudly owns 
and operates Stubbs Chiropractic with her wife in Lincoln, Nebraska, providing 
patients with holistic healthcare options in an open and affirming environment.

Gabrielle Claiborne (she/her)

Having found the courage to embrace her truth, her transgender identity, Gabrielle is 
passionate about inspiring others to live their authentic lives. As a keynote and TEDx
speaker and co-founder of Transformation Journeys Worldwide, Gabrielle helps 
organizations create cultures that allow all people to show up as their true selves. 
She serves on the boards of local and national LGBTQ organizations and her work has 
been honored by the Small Business Administration, the OUT Georgia Business 
Alliance, the Atlanta Business Chronicle and featured in Forbes. Gabrielle is the proud 
grandparent of one new grandbaby, and the parent of three adult children and one 
Bengal kitty.



DAY TWO 

8AM Welcome Meditation Ali Brooks  
Leadership Spotlight: Heather Stouder

8:45AM Break

9AM Nothing for Us Without Us!  Accessing 
and Integrating the Voice of Lived 
Experience by Tara Wilhelmi

10AM Break

10:15AM Time-out! COVID Edition: Fit to Lead 
by Nadia Bourne

11:15AM Break

11:30AM Ethical Communication for Teams and Leaders 
by Micah Lê

12:30PM Break

12:45PM Lunch & Learn: Common Council President Sherri Carter



Meet the Speakers

Tara Wilhelmi (she/her)

is the founder and lead Peer Specialist at EOTO, LLC which stands for each one teach 
one. She believes that often the simplest way to solve a problem is by listening to 
those who are most impacted by it. She has over a decade of experience in area 
nonprofit and enjoys acting as a connector and "seed planter" in her community.

Nadia Bourne (they/them)

is intimately familiar with how we allow the human condition to overshadow the 
human spirit as a survivor of many traumas who navigates the liminal space of 
multiple oppressed identities. The apparatus for their work spanning over ten 
years— intent on the advancement of humankind, particularly underserved and 
marginalized communities— centers authenticity, love, and connection as a 
throughline. Nadia culls from a range of methodologies, tools, and a Mise-en-scène 
approach to incubate personal and organizational metamorphosis. Nadia engages in 
an active and continuous pursuit of self-transformation that grounds wisdom in their 
body, mind, and quotidian existence. A heartivist-of-center, Nadia uses their innate 
faculties and motivated-skills to lead with intimate dexterity, and build power to 
create lasting change.

Micah Lê (they/them)

is a transgender Vietnamese-American with a passion for science and team building. 
By synthesizing their experiences in lab management, mediation, and community 
organizing, Micah has become one of many proponents in a growing movement 
advocating the use of ethical communication skills to navigate professional 
relationships. holistic approach support.



DAY THREE 

12PM Welcome Poetry Reading by Angie Trudell
Vasquez  Leadership Spotlight: Tracy Burrus

12:45PM Break

1PM Make Disability Part of Your Work by 
Emily Blum & Nakia Green

2PM Break

2:15PM Merit Based Leadership and the Original 
Instructions by Yunuen Rhi

3:15PM Break

3:30PM The White Gaze and the Poetics of Trauma 
by Quanda Johnson

4:30PM Closing Remarks

P R O G R A M 
S C H E D U L E



Meet the Speakers

Emily Blum (she/her) is Executive Director of ADA 25 Advancing Leadership, a 
network of positive disrupters who are using their power to create equitable 
communities. She has a passion for helping people and organizations use their voice 
to create a better, more inclusive Chicago region. A seasoned nonprofit leader, she 
has more than 20 years’ experience bringing stakeholders together to create and 
implement effective communications strategies around complex social and political 
issues.

Nakia J. Green (she/her) is the founder of Culture Solutions and Culture 
Solutions In Action, for-profit and not-for-profit organizations designed to decrease 
unemployment and underemployment amongst minority and disabled college 
graduates. She also founded Nakia J Consulting, a consulting firm with specialized 
capabilities in Leadership Development, Organizational Development, and Diversity, 
Equity, and Inclusion. Nakia hopes to further the conversation on invisible disabilities 
in the workplace and its impact on minorities.

Yunuen Rhi (they/them) founder of Isuini, is a martial arts philosophy and 
movement instructor, as well as an anthropologist, artist and healer based in Los 
Angeles, California. In addition to Bagua, they have served to support eastern, 
western and native medicine ways of North America. They have worked as a 
Registered Dental Assistant and have advanced training in humanistic psychology 
methods such as Logo therapy and Family Constellations. Their applied anthropology 
work has led them to connect to and serve Native Healing Traditions and Elders in 
both the US and Mexico. The convergence of their diverse healing techniques have 
equipped them to be a translator of eastern and indigenous healing systems to the 
west to help better understand our place within our applied research in 
anthropology provides a direct relation to Native Healing Traditions and Elders in 
both the US and society and ecologies.

Quanda Johnson (sher/her) is a Fulbright Scholar and a current doctoral student 
in Interdisciplinary Theatre Studies at UW – Madison. A performer from Broadway to 
grand opera, she seeks ways to utilize performance to disrupt and consequently alter 
entrenched, cyclical conversations about Blackness and the African Diaspora. An 
AUDELCO Award nominee for her portrayal of Marian Anderson, she appeared in 
Broadway's Tony award winning Ragtime and made her New York City Opera debut in 
The Mother of Us All with Lauren Flanigan. Her work is dedicated to the memory of 
the first artist in her life, her mother, Vernetta.



DAY FOUR 

12PM Welcome Music by Angela Puerta  
Leadership Spotlight: Arvina Martin

12:45PM Break

1PM Demystifying Mentorship and Mentoring with 
Purpose Pt1
by Ananda Mirilli and niNa Collective

2PM Break

2:15PM Demystifying Mentorship and Mentoring with 
Purpose Pt2
by Ananda Mirilli and niNa Collective

3:15PM Break

3:30PM Business Leaders as Healers: Not a Dichotomy 
by Samuel Gonzalez

4:30PM Closing Remarks



Meet the Speakers

Ananda Mirilli (she/her)

is a native from Brazil and has a long history of working with communities in the U.S. 
and abroad. At age 14 she engaged in social justice movement advocating for 
children with multiple abilities, seniors and youth experiencing poverty and 
homelessness. After moving to the U.S., ananda became an educator and found her 
passion facilitating learning spaces for individuals, groups and organizations engaging 
in transformative work. As a skilled facilitator, ananda has engaged with thousands of 
youth, women and diverse professionals, building coalition and solidarity.

Samuel Gonzalez (they/them)

has spent their life finding ways to reconcile the intersecting identities that reside 
within. Bringing art, coaching, creative strategies, healing practices, and digital 
wizardry to Sweet Livity’s work, Samuel is helping transform how people do business. 
Because of Samuel’s intersectional nature, they have been able to create 
transformational spaces in many areas, including higher education, the nonprofit 
sector, corporate environments, etc.



The Artist behind the Virtual Backgrounds

Xizhou Xie Born and raised in Shanghai, China, I am a classically trained pianist for 
over 10 years. Now I am a daytime research analyst and nighttime artist. “My art 
celebrates the unpredictable. I experiment with different paint consistency, 
formulas, and techniques to explore and stretch the boundary of fluid abstract art. 
While I use a variety of paint formulas and processes in each piece, my methodology 
is consistent. I start each painting with a vision, but sometimes the paints have 
another plan. Each painting is a game. At times I solve the puzzle and realize my 
vision; other times the paint leads me to its own destination. As an artist, I invite the 
viewers to enjoy the beauty of uncertainty and envision its endless possibility.” 
Recently, I won an award at Wisconsin Women Network’s 2019 Artful Women 
Exhibit. Please visit my website xizhouxie.com Or Facebook Or Instagram.com/
xizhouxie

Shiloah Symone Coley graduated from the University of Wisconsin-Madison this spring with 
a Journalism Bachelor of Arts and minors in Studio Art and African American Studies. Her 
main passion lies in community engagement and the arts. She’s designed youth art 
programming centered around identity and cultural understanding with The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, the Madison Children’s Museum, and Play Africa. As a Truman Scholar, she 
is committed to making the arts more accessible to marginalized communities. As an artist, 
she confronts the complexity and nuance of her own identity as a Jamaican American 
woman. She creates comics and collaged wood-cut paintings reflective of her own grapples 
with finding her place in the complexity of Blackness in America. You can find her making 
comics under her alias @blckslimshady. She is pursuing her MFA in Visual Art at American 
University, where she continues exploring identity deconstruction and reconstruction in her 
work.



The Artist behind the Virtual Backgrounds

Bernadette Witzack is a graphic designer by day and an artist by night. Her fine art 
consists of screen printing and mixed media work, and her process is spontaneous and 
improvisational. A piece often begins with a specific color or a feeling that has been 
translated into a color or shape. The resulting compositions are colorful, abstract and 
bodily, tragic and triumphant, serious and humorous. Bernadette has earned a AA in 
Graphic Design from Madison College, a MFA in Fine Art from the University of 
Michigan and a BA in Studio Art from Beloit College. Bernadette’s work can be viewed 
online at bernadettewitzack.com, and follow her on Instagram @bernadettewitzack.

Rachel Werner is faculty for Hugo House and The Loft Literary Center; a We 
Need Diverse Books program volunteer; and a book reviewer for Shelf 
Awareness. She has contributed print, photography and video content to 
Fabulous Wisconsin, BLK+GRN, BRAVA, Madison Magazine and 
Entrepreneurial Chef. She is also the founder of The Little BookProject WI, a 
community arts and nonprofit bi-annual collaboration. A passionate 
commitment to holistic wellness and sustainable agriculture keeps her a 
Midwestern girl at heart—and Madison resident. 

Isha Camara is a twenty-one-year-old  year four hailing from South 
Minneapolis, Minnesota and a proud Aries. Her art first started with 
scribbling over napkins and getting in trouble for drawing all over tests 
and homework. She always managed to grab some printer paper, pens 
and let her hand flow freely. And when she reached UW-Madison, 
through an artistic Full-Tuition scholarship, new doors opened for her. 
While obtaining books, fabrics and textures, she found herself 
surrounded by artists who were able and willing to teach her more of 
what visual art could be. Most of her compositions, both digital and 
traditional, circle her thoughts and experiences of her identity as a Black 
Muslim woman and the ways in which she navigates in America. Isha’s 
purpose is to give a narrative that creates conversations driven by 
tenderness, capturing empathy through drawing bodies, different 
colorways and beauty.  Isha can proudly—and shyly— call herself a 
visual artist today.



Thank You
With gratitude and appreciation to everyone who

contributed to the success of The 2020 Women+ Leadership Series

Special Guest 
Mayor Satya Rhodes-Conway

Tracy Burrus
Assistant Fire Chief

Arvina Martin
Common Council District 11 Alder

Heather Stouder
Director of Planning

Dr. Linda Vakunta
Deputy Mayor

Sherri Carter
Common Council President

Angela Trudell Vasquez 
City Poet Laureate

 Angela Puerta 
Singer-songwriter 

Ali Brooks
Medicine for the Heart



Thank You
With gratitude and appreciation to everyone who

contributed to the success of The 2020 Women+ Leadership Series

Planning Team

Gabriela Arteaga
Building Inspection

Lindsay Bessick
Human Resources

Richie Breidenbach
Engineering

Binta Ceesay
Libraries 

Carla Garces-Redd
Human Resources

Siera Garcia
Human Resources

Erin Hillson
Human Resources

Saran Ouk
Civil Rights

Nancy Saiz
Community Development

Yolanda Shelton-Morris
Community Development

Deborah Thompson
Information Technology

Planning TeamPlanning Team

Planning Assistance

Lori Smetana
Libraries

Madeleine Kain
Libraries

Stephan Precourt
Information Technology
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